To join our leading and impactful global community of academics, practitioners and policy makers and to help us support regional research and researchers globally, please go to https://members.regionalstudies.org/our

Our membership fees are based on four different categories and on the country in which you reside. The membership categories are:

- **A** = £73.80*/£82** if you are studying full-time
- **B** = £12.60*/£14** if you are interested in regional studies/regional science and you are not a full-time student, early career researcher, a corporate representative or retired from full-time work
- **C** = £25.20*/£28** if you are retired from full-time work
- **D** = £35.10*/£39** for those within 5 years of the date of their PhD certificate or equivalent

* Renewal membership rate for existing members

** Three year payment

A,B,C,D = 2019 Territorial Pricing Bands (see lists opposite)
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OUR LEADERSHIP

**RSA PRESIDENT**
Professor Ron Martin
University of Cambridge, UK

**RSA CHAIR**
Professor Mark Twedder Jones
Newcastle University, UK

**RSA CHIEF EXECUTIVE**
Sally Hardy
RSA, UK

**RSA VICE PRESIDENTS**
Dirk Ahlert (former Director-General of the EU Commission’s DG Regional Policy, Belgium)

**RSA VICE CHAIRS**
Professor John Bachtler
University of Strathclyde, UK

**RSA VICE CHAIR**
Professor Andrew Beer
University of Cambridge, UK

**RSA VICE CHAIR**
Professor Mark Twedder Jones
Newcastle University, UK

**RSA VICE CHAIR**
Professor Ron Martin
University of Cambridge, UK
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THE RSA – A LEADING AND IMPACTFUL COMMUNITY

Tel +44 (0)1273 908 817
Email office@regionalstudies.org
Website www.regionalstudies.org
Regional Studies Association
Sussex Innovation Centre
Falmer, Brighton, BN1 9SB
United Kingdom

WE BUILD RESEARCH NETWORKS FOR YOU AND WITH YOU
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 establece un enlace a la página de la sociedad regional para obtener más información.
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